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 After an invasion by aliens, a large portion of the human race survives in space ships while some of the remaining people build a space station. Decades later a group of survivors establish colonies on the planet's surface. Because of an unfulfilled prophecy, the survivors are led by two women, one of whom is called Ruth. The two women lead their people in a new life. They meet a man with a special
gift of clairvoyance. Alex Grasshoff Alex Grasshoff was born on 19 June 1974 in Hildesheim. He studied drama and visual arts and was part of the quartet DJ Raben. After his studies, he joined the band Kanak and founded the independent music label Babunkus. In the early 2000s he was part of the project Lyzoid.Q: Regex - Capitalize the first letter of a string I'm writing a PHP script that is

supposed to take a string input, and do a case sensitive search and replace of the first letter of the input. In this case, if I have a string of The, I want the output to be The, not the, even if the input is the (capital I). If I have a string of AT, I want the output to be AT, and not aT. Currently, I am using the following regex, however it does not work as intended. $input = 'The string'; $output =
preg_replace('/(^|[^a-z])[A-Z]/', '$1', $input); What am I doing wrong? A: Make your regex case-sensitive by appending i to the character class: $output = preg_replace('/(^|[^a-z])[A-Z]/i', '$1', $input); This should output: The string Update: If you want to make the first letter of your input uppercase, add u: $output = preg_replace('/(^|[^a-z])[A-Z]/u', '$1', $input); Q: NSString iOS5 unicode I have a

problem with unicode. I save an NSString to a 82157476af
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